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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR CREATING 
INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS FOR 

ELECTRONIC DEVICES 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U.S. applica 
tion Ser . No. 15 / 681,408 , filed on Aug. 20 , 2017 , which is a 
division of U.S. application Ser . No. 13 / 279,300 , filed on 
Oct. 23 , 2011 , now U.S. Pat . No. 9,753,702 , which claims 
the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
61 / 455,511 , filed on Oct. 22 , 2010. These applications are 
hereby incorporated by reference herein in their entirety . 

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE 

[ 0002 ] This disclosure is directed to providing enhanced 
access to creating integrated applications for use on mobile 
and / or stationary devices . Using the systems and methods 
described herein , programmers and non - programmers can 
quickly , easily and inexpensively create , modify , and pub 
lish custom applications . 

navigate between applications and move content from one 
application to another if desired . 
[ 0008 ] For example , in one embodiment , a method of 
making a mobile application includes : providing a content 
layout of the mobile application ; receiving content to popu 
late the content layout of the mobile application , and pro 
viding an executable framework that matches the content to 
the content layout to render the mobile application . 
[ 0009 ] In another embodiment , a mobile application sys 
tem includes : a first mobile application having first core 
information and an encasement , where the first core infor 
mation includes a structured data file describing a first 
content layout and first content and where the encasement 
includes an executable framework that enables the function 
ing of the structured data file ; and a portion of a second 
mobile application , where the second mobile application 
includes second core information , the second core informa 
tion including a structured data file describing a second 
content layout and second content , where the encasement 
from the first mobile application is configured to enable the 
functioning of the structured data file of the portion of the 
second mobile application . 
[ 0010 ] In another embodiment , a computer - implemented 
method includes : running a first mobile application on a 
mobile device ; requesting a portion of a second mobile 
application by the first mobile application for display within 
the first mobile application ; receiving the portion of the 
second mobile application from a remote server ; and pre 
senting the portion of the second mobile application in the 
first mobile application . 
[ 0011 ] In yet another embodiment , a system includes : a 
server configured to send a first mobile application and a 
portion of a second mobile application ; and a mobile device 
configured to receive the first mobile application and portion 
of the second mobile application ; where the portion of the 
second mobile application is run within the first mobile 
application . 
[ 0012 ] In yet another embodiment , a system for building 
a mobile application for use on a mobile device includes : a 
server for storing one or more structured data files , the one 
or more structured data files defining one or more modules ; 
and a user interface for presenting the one or more modules 
to a user ; wherein the user is able to select one or more 
modules from the user interface to create a mobile applica 
tion and populate content into the one or more modules . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0003 ] The use of mobile devices ( e.g. , mobile telephones , 
tablet computing devices , personal digital assistants 
( “ PDAs ” ) , smart phones ) in the United States and around the 
world has increased dramatically in the past decade . Con 
sequently , the proliferation of mobile device usage has 
engendered corresponding advances in mobile device tech 
nology , including advances in accessing and using multi 
media content . 
[ 0004 ] Much a of user's time is spent in " applications ” on 
the mobile devices . For example , many users utilize their 
mobile devices as a GPS device for mapping , as a portal to 
various social networking applications , and as a gaming 
device . Only a small percentage of a user's operation of the 
device may be spent as an actual phone . 
[ 0005 ] Since applications have become such a large way 
of delivering access to content and functionary on mobile 
devices , and since the cost ( in terms of money , time , skill , 
etc. ) is so great to build these applications , there exists a 
barrier to the further proliferation of applications . Thus , 
there is a need for removing or overcoming this barrier , 
making it much easier , quicker , and / or cheaper to create 
mobile applications . BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

SUMMARY 

[ 0006 ] Additional features and advantages of the disclo 
sure will be set forth in the description which follows , and 
in part , will become more fully apparent from the descrip 
tion , the appended claims , or can be learned by practice of 
the herein disclosed principles set forth herein . 
[ 0007 ] The present technology relates to providing appli 
cation users methods and systems for dynamically loading 
an entire application , or a portion of another application , 
within a currently operating application without having to 
( a ) exit that first application or ( b ) download the executable 
code for the other application or part of the other application . 
A benefit of being able to move from one application to 
another without having to exit the first application is that the 
user is able to navigate in a more flexible , fluid environment , 
similar to a web browser . This allows the user to quickly 

[ 0013 ] In order to describe the manner in which the 
above - recited and other advantages and features of the 
disclosure can be obtained , a more particular description of 
the principles briefly described above will be rendered by 
reference to embodiments which are illustrated in the 
appended drawings . Understanding that these drawings 
depict exemplary embodiments of the disclosure and should 
not be considered to be limiting of its scope , the principles 
herein are described and explained through the use of the 
accompanying drawings in which : 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of an 
application running on a mobile device ; 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 2 illustrates how FIGS . 2A and 2B can be 
combined into an exemplary single screenshot showing a 
JSON instruction ; 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 2A illustrates a top portion of an exemplary 
screen shot showing a JSON instruction ; 
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[ 0017 ] FIG . 2B illustrates a bottom portion of an exem 
plary screen shot showing a JSON instruction ; 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an exemplary screen shot of 
exemplary modules offered via a graphic user interface 
( " GUI " ) ; 
[ 0019 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an exemplary screen shot of an 
exemplary application created by user ; 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 5 illustrates an exemplary screen shot of an 
exemplary second application viewed within an exemplary 
first application ( or previewed by user ) ; 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 6 illustrates an exemplary flow chart depicting 
how a first application may be created by a user ; 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 7 illustrates an exemplary flow chart depicting 
how a second application may be previewed in a first 
application ; 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 8 illustrates an exemplary mobile phone com 
municating with an exemplary server , and 
[ 0024 ] FIG . 9 illustrates an exemplary computer system . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0025 ] Embodiments of the present technology provide 
systems and methods for allowing developers of mobile 
applications ( e.g. , applications that can be downloaded and 
executed on a mobile device ) to quickly , easily and inex 
pensively create , modify , and publish custom applications . 
[ 0026 ] The systems and methods described herein may 
allow application users to dynamically load an entire appli 
cation , or a portion of another application , within a currently 
operating application without having to ( a ) exit that first 
application or ( b ) download the executable code for the 
other application or part of the other application . Essentially , 
the systems and methods described herein may split an 
application into two parts : ( 1 ) the executable framework or 
“ encasement ” and ( 2 ) the content , functionality and layout 
descriptors , or “ internals ” . The systems and methods 
described herein may make mobile applications more 
dynamic , thereby allowing users to switch between appli 
cations or portions of applications without having to down 
load entire new applications . For example , currently , if a 
user wants to put a new application on his smart phone , the 
user would probably go to his smart phone's “ App Store ” 
portal and download that application . This action requires 
the user to exit the application he is currently using , open a 
new application ( e.g. , the one that is in the App Store ) , 
search for and find the new application he wants , download 
it , then run it . 
[ 0027 ] In contrast , in the present systems and methods , the 
“ encasement ” or executable framework can be downloaded 
once , then a user can navigate from one application to 
another by dynamically loading ( e.g. , downloading ) only the 
internals or partial internals of the other applications . As can 
be appreciated , downloading internals or partial internals is 
generally quicker and does not require the user to quit his 
currently running application and return to the App Store . 
The user thereafter navigates from internals in one applica 
tion to internals in another , all within the same encasement 
application . 
[ 0028 ] A benefit of using the encasement is that it serves 
to make applications less like “ islands ” . For example , in 
traditional desktop computing , applications were like 
islands , meaning that they operated fairly independent of 
each other . One of the big innovations of web browsers , was 
that different sites ( e.g. , websites ) were connected , so with 
out leaving a main application ( the browser ) , users could 

navigate to entire other sites or portions of other sites . Thus , 
for simplicity , the web browser and website model can be 
thought of analogous to the encasement and internals 
described herein . 
[ 0029 ] Referring initially to FIG . 1 , a screenshot of an 
example application operating on a touchscreen smartphone 
100 is shown . The screen 110 illustrates a list of buttons 140 
selectable on the smartphone touchscreen 110 within the 
example smartphone application . For example , one of the 
options may be to initiate a phone call . Those of ordinary 
skill in the art would recognize that the applications devel 
oped for the smartphone platform may be designed to 
integrate with existing technology and features of the phone 
and phone user interface 120 , such as phone call functions , 
audio functions , internet connectivity , GPS , and the like . 
Other typical application user interface features such as 
navigation and menu options 130 may also be presented 
within the smartphone application . 
[ 0030 ] In one embodiment , the application user interface 
that operates on the smartphone may also be generated and 
displayed in a mobile web page format . This format may be 
accessible via the internet or a mobile communication 
network , or packaged and distributed to smartphones 
directly . Providing a user interface for mobile browsers may 
enable unsupported smartphones to gain access to substan 
tially the same content and design as the deployed mobile 
applications 
[ 0031 ] JavaScript is a scripting language often used for 
client - side web development . Although best known for its 
use in websites ( as client - side JavaScript ) , JavaScript is also 
used to enable scripting access to objects embedded in other 
applications . The primary use of JavaScript is to write 
functions that are embedded in or included from HTML 
pages and interact with the Document Object Model ( DOM ) 
of the page . Other scripting languages include VB Script and 
ECMAScript . For example , scripting languages may be used 
to open or “ pop up ” a new window with programmatic 
control over the size , position and look of the new window 
or to validate web form input values before they are sub 
mitted to a server . 
[ 0032 ] JSON , or JavaScript Object notation , is a general 
purpose data interchange format that is defined as a subset 
of JavaScript . JSON is a text - based , human - readable format 
for representing simple data structures and associative arrays 
( called objects ) . The JSON format is often used for trans 
mitting structured data over a network connection in a 
process called serialization . JSON is primarily used in Ajax 
web application programming , where it serves as an alter 
native to the use of the XML . As used hereinafter , informa 
tion described using JSON will be referred to as a structured 
data file ( “ SDF ” ) . An exemplary screen shot showing a 
JSON instruction is provided in FIGS . 2 , 2A and 2B . 
[ 0033 ] It should be appreciated that other formats beside 
JSON can be used to create an SDF . For example , XML , 
SOAP , or the like may alternatively be used to create SDFs . 
In some embodiments , provided that the format is a human 
readable ( e.g. , non - compiled ) , structured data format that 
can be used to describe things ( e.g. , content , features , layout , 
etc. ) that belong in an application , it may be used to create 
an SDF . 
[ 0034 ] In some embodiments , an SDF describes the con 
tent , layout and other functionality in an integrated appli 
cation . As used hereinafter , “ integrated application ” or 
" application ” or “ app ” all refer to applications that can be 
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downloaded and executed on mobile or stationary devices . 
In the most general sense , SDF is non - compiled code used 
to create an application , similar to how an HTML file is used 
to create a website . 
[ 0035 ] Through the use of SDFs , a user can create various 
modules that can be used to create a customizable applica 
tion . For example , in some embodiments , each SDF may be 
represented as a “ module ” and presented to the user by way 
of a graphic user interface ( “ GUI ” ) editor . 
[ 0036 ] In some embodiments , an SDF can describe an 
entire application , or a portion of an application . A customi 
zable application can be thought of as the sum of its 
modules , whatever breakdown of content exists in those 
modules , and certain overarching data for the whole appli 
cation ( e.g. , name , description , splash screen , color scheme , 
layout features , etc. ) . Consequently , if a given application 
wants to open just a content item ( e.g. , a song ) that exists in 
a portion of a module , it can open just that part . 
[ 0037 ] Referring now to FIG . 3 , FIG . 3 shows an exem 
plary screen shot of exemplary modules offered via the GUI . 
Such modules may include , for example , web content , news 
( e.g. , RSS ) feeds , images , audio playback , artist profiles , 
discography , global positioning system ( “ GPS ” ) - based loca 
tions , location search , video listing and playback . As used 
herein , modules typically contain structured sets of content , 
such as a photo , video or audio gallery , graphics , text , 
executable code , or any combinations thereof . In some 
embodiments , modules also describe functionality such as 
" user contact form ” whereby a user can submit text and / or 
media back to a server ; printing of content , sharing of 
content via social media application programming interfaces 
( “ APIs ” ) , using device GPS data to execute a search of 
location data stored on a server . 
[ 0038 ] In accordance with certain embodiments , the GUI 
editor provides a way for a user ( programmer or non 
programmer ) to select modules describing various applica 
tion parts ( e.g. , audio playback , discography , web content , 
image gallery , locations listing and search , news feed ( RSS ) 
display , user contact form , video listing and playback ) to 
create a custom application . In the most general sense , the 
use of the modules to create an application is similar to 
creating a webpage using Microsoft FrontPage . This result 
ing custom application is described by a corresponding 
application SDF , which is constructed from the selected 
parts or modules . 
[ 0039 ] Once a user is finished selecting the modules in the 
custom application , the user then provides his content to be 
entered into the custom application ( e.g. , the user populates 
his content into the modules designed to hold it ) . The user 
may do this by logging into his account at a website or user 
interface , selecting or clicking on an “ edit ” link for any 
given module , and inputting data ( e.g. , physically entering 
or uploading data ) . Such data may include , for example , 
section title , section icon , and section color scheme . Mod 
ule - specific configuration data may include , for example , 
uploading or linking to digital media ( e.g. , images , audio 
files , video , web content ) , entering a list or lists of locations 
( e.g. , store locations for a franchise ) , configuring news feed 
URLs , etc. ) . Alternatively , the user may enter his content 
descriptor information ( e.g. , content ) directly into the SDFs . 
[ 0040 ] Thereafter , a “ stem cell ” application ( “ SCA ” ) com 
bines the user's content or information with the custom 
application to form a personalized application . Conse 
quently , each personalized application is fabricated from 

selected modules , user - provided content , and the SCA . In 
some embodiments , the selected modules and user - provided 
content may be referred to as part of the “ client application . ” 
In some embodiments , the client application may be a code 
element such as a simple wrapper that defines the applica 
tion identifier , customer identifier , default SDF , application 
icons and other bundled data . These elements in the client 
application may generally instruct the framework or SCA 
how to render the personalized application . In some embodi 
ments , the SCA or framework library may be a reusable set 
of code that interprets the application SDF data and renders 
the user interface . 
[ 0041 ] In some embodiments , the SCA can take in differ 
ent SDFs and convert them into an application interface in 
real time . In some embodiments , the SCA can load a portion 
of or a whole SDF , for example , favorite content items , to 
add them to different lists of favorite content items , etc. 
[ 0042 ] In some embodiments , after the SCA forms a 
personalized application , the user may choose to finalize or 
publish the application . The personalized application may be 
“ hardwired ” such that the specific SDF is coupled to the 
SCA permanently ( e.g. , it's the final application that the user 
publishes in an application store for purchase ) . For example , 
FIG . 4 shows an exemplary application created using the 
SCA . 
[ 0043 ] As mentioned above , the SCA cannot only take in 
one pre - set SDF , but can load one or more SDFs ( or portions 
of SDFs ) dynamically . In other words , after logging into an 
account , a user can see a list of applications ( or SDFs ) in the 
account and select one to load . Using the SCA , the selected 
SDF then turns into the application . The user can then exit 
the application ( SDF being run ) and return to the list to 
select another SDF to run . 
[ 0044 ] This allows more than one SDF or application to 
operate within a single application . FIG . 5 is a screen shot 
of a second application's user interface ( second SDF ) loaded 
from a first application's user interface ( first SDF ) . For 
example , an application may be described by an SDF that , 
in its modules , contains links to other SDFs . Alternatively , 
the user may be in an application and then dynamically load 
a portion of another SDF ( e.g. , a Global Favorites List ) . For 
example , if a user is in one application that is being run from 
a first SDF , the user can add content items from that 
application into an account that holds references to content 
items or sections of the application , such as a Favorites List . 
In one embodiment , an item on a Favorites List can be 
thought of as a hyperlink to a portion of content described 
in another SDF . Then , anywhere the user can access that 
Favorites List , the user can pull up content or functionality 
from other applications because the user will just be refer 
encing portions from the SDFs that point to the content 
desired . 
[ 0045 ] It should be appreciated that there may be multiple 
paths or methods for receiving the SDFs . For example , an 
SCA can receive SDFs by email , by a URL that points to an 
SDF , searching for an SDF on a network , etc. Alternatively , 
an SDF can be hardwired to the application upon being 
published . 
[ 0046 ] Turning now to FIG . 6 , an exemplary flow chart 
depicting how a first application may be created by a user is 
shown using a system in accordance with some embodi 
ment . In block 610 , a user launches an application from a 
device desktop . Desktop , as used herein , refers to the main 
screen of a device , mobile or stationary . Thereafter , in block 
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620 , the system determines if there is an " archive ” created 
from a previous application . As used herein , an archive is a 
serialized representation of the application's contents or 
internals . In some embodiments , the system determines if 
there is an archive at initialization or start time . 
[ 0047 ] The serialization method may be platform - specific . 
In some embodiments , the contents or internals is serialized 
after loading it from the JSON data , which can come from 
either a server or a “ default.json " coupled with the applica 
tion ( e.g. , shipped with the application ) . If there is an 
archive , the archived contents may be used to populate the 
user interface , as shown in block 630 . 
[ 0048 ] If , however , there is no archive available , the 
system uses the default JSON coupled , or shipped with the 
application ( e.g. , default.json ) , as shown in block 640 . 
[ 0049 ] It should be appreciated that the contents or inter 
nals may be the information the user configures to define the 
application ( e.g. , using the GUI ) , represented in any data 
format , including json , serialized binary file , etc. Conse 
quently , regardless of whether the content or internals is 
obtained from JSON or a serialized archive , the end result is 
a hierarchical representation of the application's appearance 
and content that can be used to populate the user interface 
using native code . This representation may alternatively be 
described as an " object graph " -a tree of objects containing 
properties and data . 
[ 0050 ] In block 650 , the system pushes the layout content 
to a standard first - in / first - out ( “ FIFO ” ) “ stack ” . This FIFO 
stack allows layouts to be nested ( see FIG . 7 ) . Thereafter , in 
block 660 , the user interface ( " UI ” ) is populated . In an 
embodiment , populating the UI means taking the content 
and rendering the device - specific UI ( and associated content 
and functionality ) according to pre - designated settings ( e.g. , 
settings defined or saved on a server ) . 
[ 0051 ] Collectively , blocks 610-660 may be referred to as 
the “ main thread ” operating in the application . After the 
application begins running , the system determines if there is 
a newer version of the layout content is available ( e.g. , on a 
server ) in a “ background thread ” . Background thread may 
include blocks 670-710 , discussed below . 
[ 0052 ] In block 670 , the system acquires ( e.g. , loads ) the 
timestamp of the most recently downloaded content from the 
user's storage . If there is no timestamp found , it is deter 
mined that this is the first time the application has been run . 
Consequently , in some embodiments , the system compares 
the timestamp from the default.json against the timestamp 
on the server , such as shown in block 680 . 
[ 0053 ] In block 690 , the system makes a request ( e.g. , an 
http request ) to the server asking if a more recent layout 
content is available . If there is a more recent content layout 
available , the system attempts to download it , in block 700 . 
Data may be delivered in any suitable format , such as json , 
XML , etc. 
[ 0054 ] If the content download fails , then the system stops 
the thread and the user sees the UI populated in block 660 . 
If there is no more recent content available , the user sees the 
UI populated in block 660 . 
[ 0055 ] If new content is retrieved , the system extracts the 
content's timestamp and saves it to user preferences for later 
use in block 710. Thereafter , the system serializes the layout 
data or content to a platform - specific format in blocks 712 
and 714 and populates the UI with the updated layout in 
block 716 . 

[ 0056 ] Turning now to FIG . 7 , an exemplary flow chart 
depicting how a second application may be previewed in a 
first application using a system in accordance with some 
embodiments . In block 720 , the user launches an applica 
tion , such as described in FIG . 6. The user will see the main 
application ” sheet in block 730 , and can choose to load 
" preview ” or “ app in app ” content , in block 740. For 
example , in block 730 , the user can see a list of available 
application SDFs . The contents of the list may vary . If the 
user is a subscriber or customer to a service that provides the 
SDFs , the user can see the application SDFs in the user's 
account . In some embodiments , the user may see other 
related applications or subsections / portions of sections from 
other applications . 
[ 0057 ] If authentication is required to view selected con 
tent , the system authorizes the user using some standard 
mechanism , in block 750. If the authorization is successful 
at block 760 , the system loads a list of available content from 
a server in block 770. For example , the system may down 
load various data , e.g. , App title , thumbnail image , app ID , 
etc. in json format . If the load list fails , the user is shown an 
error message at block 780 . 
[ 0058 ] If authentication is not successful , the user is 
shown a dialog at block 790 , and redirected to block 740 . 
[ 0059 ] After the system successfully loads a list of avail 
able content from a server in block 770 , the system displays 
a list of available application layouts in a standard UI ( e.g. , 
table view ) in block 800. Thereafter , the user chooses an 
application configuration to load in block 810 . 
[ 0060 ] The system may request to load layout content 
from a server in block 820. If the request fails , an error 
message is shown in block 830 . 
[ 0061 ] If the system loads the layout content , the system 
loads an object graph and pushes the current layout content 
to the FIFO stack , in block 840. The executable framework 
or encasement then populates the UI per the data from the 
layout content in block 850 . 
[ 0062 ] The user may choose to return to the first layout in 
block 860. This may be initiated by a standard UI gesture , 
including , for example , shake , button press , etc. Thereafter , 
in block 870 , the system pops the current layout from the 
stack , bringing the previous layout to the top . The UI is then 
populated with data in the system's current content in block 
880. At the point , the user returns to whatever UI view that 
the user had previously been viewing . For example , if the 
user was logged into an account on a mobile device , the user 
would return back to his list of available application layouts . 
[ 0063 ] A benefit associated with the present embodiments 
include that an application represented by an SDF can 
always be kept up - to - date . For example , there is no need to 
update an application and resubmit it to the , e.g. , Apple App 
Store , then require the user to re - download or download the 
updated version from the , e.g. , Apple App Store . This is 
because the user programs the modules of their application 
( SDF ) in an account on a website and whenever the user 
saves a change to their application , they have saved an 
updated version of the SDF on a server . Thereafter , when 
ever the application is started by a user , it checks with the 
server and compares the date and time stamp of the SDF it 
has locally to the one available from the server . If the server 
has a newer copy , it downloads that SDF and then runs it . 
Thus , the application has the latest content and the user is 
able to update their application without having to submit a 
revision of their application , e.g. , to the Apple App Store , for 
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user re - download . Submitting an application to the App 
Store for an update is disadvantageous for many reasons : it 
takes time often 1-2 weeks to be reviewed , there is risk 
that it may not be approved , it takes programmer or admin 
istrator time and effort to do this , the end user must down 
load the updated application to replace the out - of - date 
version , etc. 
[ 0064 ] In some embodiments , when the application is first 
submitted to an App Store , e.g. , Apple App Store , Android 
Market , BlackBerry App World , or even private hosting of 
an app , it is pre - loaded with the latest version of the SDF 
available at the time it was submitted to the App Store . In 
other embodiments , the application may be submitted to the 
Apple App Store with no SDF stored locally - in which case 
the file size is smaller and then the application downloads 
the latest SDF from the server upon the first time it is 
opened . 
[ 0065 ] It should be appreciated that the size of the SDF 
may vary , depending on the content type and structure being 
described . Thus , in some embodiments , the SDF may be 
very large . In such embodiments , it may be desirable to 
download a portion of the SDF at a time . In some embodi 
ments , the SDF may have sub - SDFs nested in it . In such 
embodiments , the user may download the main SDF and 
then the sub - SDFs dynamically or as needed . 
[ 0066 ] Referring now to FIG . 8 , an exemplary system 900 
including a mobile device 910 is shown communicating with 
a server 920. In some embodiments , the mobile device 910 
includes one or more software modules and hardware com 
ponents . As illustrated , the mobile device 910 includes a 
mobile application 904 , a memory 906 , and a communica 
tion system 908. The mobile application 904 may allow 
users to access the UI tools and move from one application 
to another . The memory 906 may provide a backup copy for 
all or a portion of mobile application 904. In some embodi 
ments , the memory 906 may also store a portion ( e.g. , a 
duplicate of the most accessed content ) of the content from 
the content management system 924 ( discussed below ) . The 
communication system 908 may allow for communication 
and transfer of data or content to / from server 920 . 
[ 0067 ] The server 920 is shown including a content man 
agement system 922 and a communication system 924. In 
some embodiments , the server allows an end user to con 
figure the information in the application SDF via content 
management system ( “ CMS ” ) 922. It can be appreciated that 
the details of how the content presented in the SDF are 
entered into server 920 may not matter to mobile application 
904. For example , as long as the SDF is in the required 
format and references valid media and / or other links , then 
the mobile application 904 will likely be able to render the 
SDF into a user interface . 
[ 0068 ] Still referring to server 920 , communication system 
924 may allow for communication and transfer of data or 
content to / from mobile device 910. For example , server 920 
should be able to send appropriate application SDF ( s ) to a 
mobile device 910 configured to use the executable frame 
work or encasement . In some embodiments , the executable 
framework expects the server 920 to expose a well - defined 
set of urls that return , e.g. , application SDF , timestamp 
information , and possibly application content such as web 
pages , images , etc. 
[ 0069 ] While not wishing to be bound to any particular 
configuration , benefits and / or features associated with the 
present systems and methods may include : 

[ 0070 ] 1. A mobile application may be constructed from 
two parts : ( A ) the executable framework that does the 
heavy lifting , e.g. playing a video , playing a song , etc. 
and ( B ) the layout , content data and features to be 
available in the application . 

[ 0071 ] 2. A GUI / Website that a non - programmer can 
use to select and configure “ modules ” to compose his 
app . The output from this GUI may be one or more 
" SDFs ” . 

[ 0072 ] 3. The SDF describes what content and features 
should be in an app and how they should be arranged . 

[ 0073 ] 4. An encasement app , or Stem - Cell App ( SCA ) 
that can ingest an SDF and produce a whole app . 

[ 0074 ] 5. An SCA that is tied to a specific SDF to form 
a complete app to be distributed to users , e.g. , through 
an App Store . 

[ 0075 ] 6. An SCA that is tied to an SDF can check a 
server and retrieve and load an updated SDF if it is 
available . 

[ 0076 ] 7. An SCA that is tied to a specific SDF , but not 
have that SDF packaged with it during distribution , 
whereby the SCA may download a copy of its SDF 
upon the first time it is loaded . 

[ 0077 ] 8. An SCA that can dynamically load various 
SDFs . 

[ 0078 ] 9. An SCA dynamically loads an SDF to “ Pre 
view ” a complete app . This app can later be published 
by tying its SDF to an SCA and distributing it to users , 
e.g. though an App Store . 

[ 0079 ] 10. An SCA that is tied to an SDF can contain 
within it a link to another SDF and dynamically down 
load and load that new SDF to “ transform ” into the 
other app . Here the user experience may equates to 
switching to new apps ( a ) without having to download 
those new apps and ( b ) without having to exit the first 
app . 

[ 0080 ] 11. The ability for an app to open just a portion 
of an SDF . For example , a first app can open a piece of 
content that would ordinarily be in the second app by 
reading the second app's SDF and retrieving the data 
describing a particular piece of content . For example , a 
Michael Jackson app could open and play a song from 
a Madonna app . 

[ 0081 ] 12. The ability for the user to store , edit and 
access lists of full apps in a first app . By clicking on an 
app in that list , the user jumps to the app clicked on . 
The encasement loads the SDF that defines the app 
clicked on and turns into it . This is , e.g. , a Favorites List 
of apps . 

[ 0082 ] 13. The ability for the user to store , edit and 
access lists of portions of apps in a first app . By clicking 
on an item on that list , the user accesses the content 
referenced from that SDF . This is , e.g. , a Favorites list 
of content . 

[ 0083 ] 14. The ability to for the user to store , edit and 
access a list that combines full apps and portions of 
apps . 

[ 0084 ] 15. The ability for an SCA to access an SDF that 
describes an entire app , but just load a portion of it . 

[ 0085 ] 16. The ability for an SCA to access just a 
portion of an SDF , enough to access one or more 
content items of that app . 

[ 0086 ] 17. The SDF defines not just the modules of 
content to be in an app , but it can define other attributes 
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like the name of the app , its icon and splash screen , its 
layout , etc. Where an SDF defines a module , this would 
include things like its name , representative icon , the 
type of content included , the location of that content , 
how to display that content , etc. 

[ 0087 ] Referring now to FIG . 9 , an exemplary system 
1000 used to execute methods described herein is shown . 
System 1000 includes a general - purpose computing device 
1000 , including a processing unit ( central processing unit 
( “ CPU ” ) or processor ) 1020 and a system bus 1010 that 
couples various system components including the system 
memory 1030 such as read only memory ( “ ROM " ) 1040 and 
random access memory ( “ RAM ” ) 1050 to the processor 
1020. The system 1000 can include a cache 1022 of high 
speed memory connected directly with , in close proximity 
to , or integrated as part of the processor 1020. The system 
1000 may copy data from the memory 1030 and / or the 
storage device 1060 to the cache 1022 for quick access by 
the processor 1020. In this way , the cache can 1022 provide 
a performance boost that minimizes or avoids processor 
1020 delays while waiting for data . These and other modules 
can be configured to control the processor 1020 to perform 
various actions . In some embodiments , other system 
memory 1030 may be available for use as well . The memory 
1030 can include multiple different types of memory with 
different performance characteristics . It should be appreci 
ated that the disclosure may operate on a computing device 
1000 with more than one processor 1020 or on a group or 
cluster of computing devices networked together to provide 
greater processing capability . 
[ 0088 ] In some embodiments , the processor 1020 can 
include any general purpose processor and a hardware 
module or software module , such as module 1 1062 , module 
2 1064 , and module 3 1066 stored in storage device 1060 , 
configured to control the processor 1020 and / or alternatively 
a special - purpose processor ( not shown ) where software 
instructions are incorporated into the actual processor 
design . The processor 1020 may essentially be a completely 
self - contained computing system , containing multiple cores 
or processors , a bus , memory controller , cache , etc. A 
multi - core processor may be symmetric or asymmetric . 
[ 0089 ] The system bus 1010 may be any of several types 
of bus structures including a memory bus or memory 
controller , a peripheral bus , and a local bus using any of a 
variety of bus architectures . A basic input / output ( BIOS ) 
stored in ROM 1040 or the like , may provide the basic 
routine that helps to transfer information between elements 
within the computing device 1000 , such as during start - up . 
The computing device 1000 may further include storage 
devices 1060 such as a hard disk drive , a magnetic disk 
drive , an optical disk drive , tape drive or the like . The 
storage device 1060 can include software modules 1062 , 
1064 , 1066 for controlling the processor 1020. Other hard 
ware or software modules are contemplated . The storage 
device 1060 may be connected to the system bus 1010 by a 
drive interface . The drives and the associated computer 
readable storage media may provide nonvolatile storage of 
computer readable instructions , data structures , program 
modules and other data for the computing device 1000. In 
one embodiment , a hardware module that performs a par 
ticular function includes the software component stored in a 
non - transitory computer - readable medium in connection 
with the necessary hardware components , such as the pro 
cessor 1020 , bus 1010 , display 1070 , and so forth , to carry 

out the function . The basic components are known to those 
of skill in the art and appropriate variations are contemplated 
depending on the type of device , such as whether the device 
1000 is a small , handheld computing device , a desktop 
computer , or a computer server . 
[ 0090 ] Although the exemplary embodiment described 
herein employs the hard disk 1060 , it should be appreciated 
by those skilled in the art that other types of computer 
readable media which can store data that are accessible by 
a computer , such as magnetic cassettes , flash memory cards , 
digital versatile disks , cartridges , RAM 1050 , ROM 1040 , a 
cable or wireless signal containing a bit stream and the like , 
may also be used in the exemplary operating environment . 
In some embodiments , non - transitory computer - readable 
storage media expressly exclude media such as energy , 
carrier signals , electromagnetic waves , and signals per se . 
[ 0091 ] To enable user interaction with the computing 
device 1000 , an input device 10100 represents any number 
of input mechanisms , such as a microphone for speech , a 
touch - sensitive screen for gesture or graphical input , key 
board , mouse , motion input , speech and so forth . An output 
device 1070 can also be one or more of a number of output 
mechanisms known to those of skill in the art . In some 
instances , multimodal systems enable a user to provide 
multiple types of input to communicate with the computing 
device 1000. In some embodiments , the communications 
interface 1080 generally governs and manages the user input 
and system output . There is no restriction on operating on 
any particular hardware arrangement and therefore the basic 
features here may easily be substituted for improved hard 
ware or firmware arrangements as they are developed . 
[ 0092 ] For clarity of explanation , the illustrative system 
embodiment is presented as including individual functional 
blocks including functional blocks labeled as a " processor ” 
or processor 1020. The functions these blocks represent may 
be provided through the use of either shared or dedicated 
hardware , including , but not limited to , hardware capable of 
executing software and hardware , such as a processor 1020 , 
that is purpose - built to operate as an equivalent to software 
executing on general purpose processor . For example the 
functions of one or more processors presented in FIG . 9 may 
be provided by a single shared processor or multiple pro 
cessors . ( Use of the term “ processor ” should not be con 
strued to refer exclusively to hardware capable of executing 
software . ) Illustrative embodiments may include micropro 
cessor and / or digital signal processor ( “ DSP ” ) hardware , 
ROM 1040 for storing software performing the operations 
discussed below , and RAM 1050 for storing results . Very 
large scale integration ( “ VLSI ” ) hardware embodiments , as 
well as custom VLSI circuitry in combination with a general 
purpose DSP circuit , may also be provided . 
[ 0093 ] The logical operations of the various embodiments 
are implemented as : ( 1 ) a sequence of computer imple 
mented steps , operations , or procedures running on a pro 
grammable circuit within a general use computer , ( 2 ) a 
sequence of computer implemented steps , operations , or 
procedures running on a specific - use programmable circuit ; 
and / or ( 3 ) interconnected machine modules or program 
engines within the programmable circuits . The system 1000 
shown in FIG . 9 can practice all or part of the recited 
methods , can be a part of the recited systems , and / or can 
operate according to instructions in the recited non - transi 
tory computer - readable storage media . Such logical opera 
tions can be implemented as modules configured to control 
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the processor 820 to perform particular functions according 
to the programming of the module . 
[ 0094 ] Still referring to FIG . 9 , system 1000 may include 
one or more modules Mod1 1062 , Mod2 1064 and Mod3 
1066 which are modules controlling the processor 1020 to 
perform particular steps or a series of steps . These modules 
may be stored on the storage device 1060 and loaded into 
RAM 1050 or memory 1030 at runtime or may be stored as 
would be known in the art in other computer - readable 
memory locations . 
[ 0095 ] Embodiments within the scope of the present dis 
closure may also include tangible and / or non - transitory 
computer - readable storage media for carrying or having 
computer - executable instructions or data structures stored 
thereon . Such non - transitory computer - readable storage 
media can be any available media that can be accessed by a 
general purpose or special purpose computer , including the 
functional design of any special purpose processor as dis 
cussed above . By way of example , and not limitation , such 
non - transitory computer - readable media can include RAM , 
ROM , EEPROM , CD - ROM or other optical disk storage , 
magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices , or 
any other medium which can be used to carry or store 
desired program code means in the form of computer 
executable instructions , data structures , or processor chip 
design . When information is transferred or provided over a 
network or another communications connection ( either 
hardwired , wireless , or combination thereof ) to a computer , 
the computer properly views the connection as a computer 
readable medium . Thus , any such connection is properly 
termed a computer - readable medium . Combinations of the 
above should also be included within the scope of the 
computer - readable media . 
[ 0096 ] Computer - executable instructions include , for 
example , instructions and data which cause a general pur 
pose computer , special purpose computer , or special purpose 
processing device to perform a certain function or group of 
functions . Computer - executable instructions also include 
program modules that are executed by computers in stand 
alone or network environments . Generally , program mod 
ules include routines , programs , components , data struc 
tures , objects , and the functions inherent in the design of 
special - purpose processors , etc. that perform particular tasks 
or implement particular abstract data types . Computer - ex 
ecutable instructions , associated data structures , and pro 
gram modules represent examples of the program code 
means for executing steps of the methods disclosed herein . 
The particular sequence of such executable instructions or 
associated data structures represents examples of corre 
sponding acts for implementing the functions described in 

to an application “ author " or an application end - user or 
consumer . For example , an application author refers gener 
ally to a person configuring application SDF information . 
An application end - user refers generally to a person that 
does not have the ability to edit the application content . 
[ 0099 ] The above - described embodiments of the present 
invention are presented for purposes of illustration and not 
of limitation . 
What is claimed is : 
1. A computer - implemented method comprising : 
running a first mobile application on a mobile device ; 
requesting a portion of a second mobile application by the 

first mobile application for display within the first 
mobile application ; 

receiving the portion of the second mobile application 
from a remote server ; and 

presenting the portion of the second mobile application in 
the first mobile application , 

wherein the first mobile application is configured to be 
published to a mobile device app store and wherein the 
presenting the portion of the second mobile application 
in the first mobile application does not require exiting 
out of the first mobile application . 

2. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
wherein the first mobile application includes first core 
information and an encasement , wherein the first core infor 
mation includes a structured data file describing a first 
content layout and first content and the encasement includes 
an executable framework that enables the functioning of the 
structured data file . 

3. The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 
wherein the second mobile application includes second core 
information , the second core information including a struc 
tured data file describing a second content layout and second 
content . 

4. The computer - implemented method of claim 3 , 
wherein the encasement from the first mobile application is 
configured to enable the functioning of the structured data 
file of the portion of the second mobile application . 

5. The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 
wherein the structured data file is in JavaScript Object 
notation ( JSON ) format . 
6. The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 

wherein the executable framework is configured to ingest 
the structured data file and render the first mobile applica 
tion . 

7. The computer - implemented method of claim 6 , 
wherein the executable framework determines if the struc 
tured data file is the most current version by reading a 
timestamp of the structured data file . 

8. The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 
wherein the structured data file describes one or more of the 
following : the name of an application , the description of the 
application , the layout characteristics of the application , 
and / or the color scheme of the application . 

9. A method of making a mobile application comprising : 
providing a content layout of the mobile application ; 
receiving content to populate the content layout of the 
mobile application , and 

providing an executable framework that matches the 
content to the content layout to render the mobile 
application . 

10. The method of claim 9 , wherein the content layout and 
content are described by a structured data file . 

such steps . 
[ 0097 ] Insubstantial changes from the claimed subject 
matter as viewed by a person with ordinary skill in the art , 
now known or later devised , are expressly contemplated as 
being equivalently within the scope of this disclosure . 
Therefore , obvious substitutions now or later known to one 
with ordinary skill in the art are defined to be within the 
scope of the defined elements . 
[ 0098 ] For example , while described using JSON , it 
should be appreciated that the SDF may be implemented by 
other scripting languages that can describe the layout and 
formatting of content or functionality in an application . 
Additionally , while the term user has been used throughout 
the specification , it should be appreciated that user may refer 
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11. The method of claim 10 , wherein the executable 
framework is configured to ingest the structured data file and 
render the mobile application . 

12. The method of claim 9 , wherein the content layout is 
provided via a graphic user interface , which is configured to 
allow users to select the content layout via graphical repre 
sentations . 

13. The method of claim 10 , further comprising : 
coupling the structured data file to the executable frame 
work by publishing the mobile application . 

14. The method of claim 10 , wherein the executable 
framework determines if the structured data file is the most 
current version by reading a timestamp of the structured data 
file . 

15. A system for building a mobile application for use on 
a mobile device comprising : 

a server for storing one or more structured data files , the 
one or more structured data files defining one or more 
modules ; and 

a user interface for presenting the one or more modules to 
a user ; 

wherein the user is able to select one or more modules 
from the user interface to create a mobile application 
and populate content into the one or more modules . 

16. The system of claim 15 , wherein the structured data 
files describe one or more of the following : the name of an 
application , the description of the application , the layout 
characteristics of the application , the color scheme of the 
application , and the like . 

17. The system of claim 15 , wherein the one or more 
modules include one or more of the following : web content , 
news feeds , images , audio playback , artist profiles , discog 
raphy , global positioning system ( “ GPS " ) - based locations , 
location search , video listing and playback . 

18. The system of claim 15 , wherein the user selects the 
one or more modules by clicking on or dragging the one or 
more modules into a mobile application template presented 
on the user interface . 

19. The system of claim 15 , wherein the user populates 
content into the modules by entering content into the struc 
tured data files . 

20. The system of claim 15 , further comprising an execut 
able framework that matches the content to the modules to 
render the mobile application . 


